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2,981,369 
l VORTICAL WHIRL SEPARATOR 

John I. Yellott, ‘New York, N.Y., and Peter R. Broadley, 
Elizabeth, NJ., assignors to Bituminous Coal Research, 
Inc., Washington, D.C., a corporation vof Delaware 

Filed Nov. 23, 1951, Ser. No. 257,702 

1 Claim. (Cl. 18S-_85) 

This invention relates to reverse flow vortical whirl 
separators, and, more particularly, to relatively small, 
pressure-sustaining bottomed, cylindrical units adapted 
for use in ash removal equipment of pressurized com 
bustion systems using powdered coal, such as are used in 
generating electric locomotives powered by coal-tired gas 
turbine power plants. Such locomotives and power plants 
are shown and claimed in Patent No. 2,533,866, issued 
Dec. l2, 1950 to John I. Yellott, for Generating Electric 
Locomotive With Coal Fired Gas Turbine. The inven 
tion also comprehends improved methods of separating 
particulate material from entraining gasiforrn iluids, and 
continuous removal of the particulate material, as sepa 
rated, in -blowdown streams comprising minute fractional 
portions of the gasiform lluid. 
Work on ash removal problems, in connection With 

the operation of generating electric locomotives of the 
type disclosed in the above-identified Yellot patent, shows 
that ash particles as small as 325 mesh (42 microns) are 
extremely erosive to turbine blading, and particularly 
when carried in l300° F., turbine motive fluid. Con 
tinuing research shows that it is necessary to remove vir 
tually all of the plus 20 micron ash particles in order to 
reduce turbine blade erosion to an acceptable amount. 
The best known way to separate particles in the range 
from l0 to 40 microns in diameter from high tempera 
ture air is by the use of relatively small, reverse ñow 
vortical whirl separators. These tubes operate well 
alone, but parallel operation of 2() to 30 tubes in a bat 
tery is yfrequently unsatisfactory. Difñculty is often ex 
perienced in getting the collected ash out of the tubes, 
particularly when head room restrictions are as severe as 
on a locomotive. 

, lt has now lbeen found that the problem of removal of 
plus l0 micron ash particles from gas turbine motive 

. fluid (l300° F.), and at air-How rates of 600 to 1600 cu. 
it. per min. per tube, can be satisfactorily solved Aby using 
batteries of relatively small, reverse ilow vortical whirl, 
cylindrical separators having individual discharge cham 
bers wi-th small tangential blowdown lines, the separators 
being divided into two parts vby an axially apertured dia 
phragm with peripheral skimmer blades. U.S. Patent 
No. 769,808 (1904), disclosed a diaphragm with a radial 
_slot at the periphery, while Feifel of Vienna discussed the 
function of such a-separator with an axially apertured 
`diaphragm having a ̀ single radial peripheral slot. In no 
.case have the prior art workers disclosed a device having 
peripheral skimmer blades in the diaphragm, nor tan 
gential blowdown lines for the discharge sections, and the 
majority showed only conventional discharge’ hoppers. 
Furthermore, the prior art is silent on the question of 
Vhigh temperature operation. 

,ln addi-tion, discovery _has been made of the eñiciency 
.of the combination of a discharge chamber, functioning 
as a secondary separator with a tangential blowdown line 
located at the intersection of the side wall and the ñat 

Optimum operating 
characteristics were Vfound asthe resultof establishing the 
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proper dimensional ratios between the several parts of the 
device. Thus, the length of the primary separator section 
or barrel should be twice its diameter; the discharge or 
secondary collection chamber should lbe one-halt the 
length of the barrel; the breather hole in the axially aper 
tured diaphragm or razor plate should be about one-tenth 
the diameter of the tube; While the diameter of the blow 
down line should approximate one-half the diameter of 
the breather hole. Translated into actual structure, it is 
noted that a l0-inch diameter cylindrical tube should 
have a 20-inch barrel, a lll-inch long. discharge or 
secondary collection chamber, a 1-inch breather hole in 
the razor plate, skimmer blades 1.5 inches wide, and a 
blowdown pipe .75 inch inside diameter. The spinner 
vanes should have an outlet angle of 30°, and be con 
tained in a collar or »annulus 5.75inch wide. The 
breather hole should have no collars. o i 

Vertical whirl separator tubes having the dimensions 
listed immediately above are eminently practical, and give 
goed collection efficiency as the air ñow is raised from 

additional increase results when the flow is raised to 1500 
cizm. per tube, and this added protection to the turbine 
blades is worth while. The novel cylindrical vortical 
whirl separator herein is relatively insensitive to the 
amount of air discharged through the blowdown pipe. 
A 1.5% blowdown (22 c.f.m. per tube) >gives good eñî 
ciency at an airflow of 1500` c.f.m. 
The mechanics of separation of particulate solids and 

duid droplets from entraining gaseous lluid streams, par 
ticularly at pressures of the order of 50-100 p.s.i. and air~ 
tlow speeds of 60G-2000 c.f.m., are not too well known, 
and the published articles on the subject have been more 
often conjectural than factual. 'This is particularly `true 
of small size, cylindrical vortical whirl separators having 
a spinning entrant stream with a rectilinear discharge of 
separated particles and a 180° reversal of ñow of the 
cieaned huid. By placing a razor plate having a cen 
tral breather or return hole at the base of the barrel of a 
separator, so that discharge of skimmed-0H solids into 
a subjacent separator is permitted, the relatively tine un 
discharged Íparticles are continuously recirculated in the 
secondary separator in a vortical stream. 

in order to clarify the situation and arrive at a clear, 
factual knowledge ofthe factors controlling the situation, 
full-size, cylindrical, vortical whirl separators were made 
up of transparent plastic, and fully instrumented to give 
accurate readings of airflow and pressure at all points 
in the device, as well as permitting visual study of the 
conditions of flow of the solids-bearing air streams. The 
use of such a device quickly established a number of 
interesting facts. The primary separation taking place 
in the barrel oi the separator established a sheath stream 
of particle-laden gas spiraling through the skimmer blades 
of the razor plate into the secondary separator, and a 
reversely iiowing cleaned gas stream discharging from 
the core of the barrel through the cleaned gas outlet pipe. 
The conditions observed in the discharge chamber or 

secondary separator are much more complex. The major 
portion of the coarse solids separated out in the primary 
separator and discharged into the secondary separator is 
immediately removed in the blowdown line. The un 
separated line ash in the primary air stream is transported, 
at the bottom of the barrel section, to the axis of the barrel 

" immediately above the breather hole in the diaphragm. 
Here it meets the air issuing from the breather hole, which, 
expanding radially, returns the primary fine ash to the wall 
of the barrel where it again contacts the primary sheath 
stream, and the iine ash is agglomerated and asported 
with the coarse ash particles into the secondary separator. 
The second increment of ñne ash, i.e., that portion which 
is entrainedV into the secondary separator, is >recirculated 

A small ' 
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therein. Visual observation of the secondary separator 
chamber establishes that the iine ash is carried, >in a tight 
ly spiraling air stream, toward the 4axis of the chamber, at 
which point is forms an ascending vorticalaxial column, 
from which the dust is thrown radially towards the wall 
of the chamber.Y 
The axial column of particle-containing gas also acts 

as a solid grinding or abrading member, with the result 
that the axis of the base of the secondary chamber may 
be vigorously scoured and abraded. Feifel has described 
this axial air column or vortex as simulating the “eye” 
of a tornado. At any rate, the 4reason for the grinding 
action being established, in accordance with the present 
invention, it was found that its effects could be mitigated 
by providing vortex rellectors, wear members, and other 
inserts of various types in the center of the base of the 
secondary separator, vall as will be described more in de 
tail hereinafter. , . 

Considering the axial solids-bearing column further, 
it was found, by visual observation, that the reversely 
flowing vortically spinning, tight spiral, before issuing 
from the breather hole, projected the fine ash particles 
(10 microns and above) radially into the descending heli 
cal sheath stream along the wall of the secondary sepa 
rator, where the particles agglomerate with the coarser 
particles of the sheath stream; and are discharged and 
asported in the blowdown line. y Thus, the major line 
solids removal action of the novel, multipartite vortical 
whirl separators herein is found to lie in the toroidal flow 
of the secondary gas stream in the secondary separator ° 
chamber. This flow is that of a ñat, helical, down-flow 
ing sheath stream hugging the wall of the secondary cham 
ber, and then spiralling inward, at the bottom of the pot, 
to the axis of the chamber, in a tightening spiral, thence 
axially upward, as a vortex, in a tight, helical core stream, 
to expand, in part, -radially outward across the bottom 
of the razor plate and return to join the descending 
sheath stream hugging the wall of the secondary chamber. 
Further studies indicate that tertiary separators, with 
individual blowdown lines, may be incorporated inthe 
novel separators herein, and with marked economies, as 
well as improved eñiciency in ñne ash (plus 10 micron) 
removal. 

It is, therefore, among the features of novelty and ad 
vantage of the present invention to provide novel vortical 
whirl separators, and methods of operating the same, 
for separating particulate material from entraining gasi 
form ñuids, and characterized by special blowdown lines 
for the pneumatic removal of the separated particulate 
material in blowdown streams comprising a minute frac 
tion of the volume of the original gasiform fluids. Other 
features of novelty and advantage include such separators 
having primary and secondary separator chambers with 
Íaxially apertured diaphragm skimmer plates therebetween 
having peripheral skimmer blades, and establishing both 
peripheral and axial fluid communication between the 
chambers, the secondary chamber discharging into a blow 
down line. It is also a feature of novelty and advantage 
of the invention herein to provide separators of the type 
described wherein the dimensions of the several parts 
are interrelated, and the secondary chambers are pro 
vided with axial abrasion-resisting elements. 

With these and other features of novelty and advantage 
in view, which may be incident to the improvements 
herein, the invention consists in the parts and combina 
tions to be hereinafter set forth ̀ and claimed, with the un 
derstanding that the several necessary elementscompris 
ing the invention, may be varied in construction, propor 
tions and arrangements, as well as in mode of operation, 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the ap 
pended claim. 

In order to make the invention more clearly under 
stood, there is shown in the accompanying drawings means 
for. carrying the same into practical eiïect, without limit 
ing the improvements in their useful application to the 
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particular constructions, which, for the purpose of ex- 
planation, have been made the subíect of illustration. 

In the drawings, like numerals refer to similar partsv 
throughout the several views, of which 

Figure 1 is a schematic showing~ of a coal-burning gas 
turbine power plant with an ash separator assembly; 

Fig. 2 is a schematic showing of the combustor and ash 
separating elements of the power plant of Fig. 1, with the 
combustor, burner, and invididual vortical whirl ash sepa 
rators shown in elevation; 

Fig. 3 is an elevation, partly in broken section, of a 
pressure-sustaining, reverse ñow vortical whirl separator 
having a spinner inlet, an axial cleaned air return pipe, 
a pimary separator chamber, and a secondary separator 
or discharge chamber with a tangential blowdown line, 
together with an intermediate diaphragm incorporating 
an axial breather hole and peripheral skimmer blades; 

Fig. 3a is a graph illustrating the relative collection 
efficiency of separators of the type illustrated in Fig. 3, 
in which the spinner blades are respectively set at exit 
angles of 30° and 45°; 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 showing double tan 
gential inlets; 

Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 3 showing a scroll inlet; 
Fig. 6 is a fragmentary vertical section of a discharge 

or secondary separator chamber with a tangential blow 
down line and an axial fogging jet; 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary elevation, partly in broken 
section, of the base of a primary separator chamber and 
a subjoined discharge or secondary separator chamber,' 
with the diaphragm having two skimmer blades; 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary section of a diaphragm showing 
the detail of a skimmer blade; Y 

Fig. 9 is a vertical section through a discharge or sec 
ondary separator chamber showing the air-flow and an 
axial conical wear member; 

Fig. 10 is a view similar to Fig. 9 showing a cubical' 
wear member; 

Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig. 9 showing a wear 
plate welded on the base of the separator; 

Fig. 12 is a view similar to Figs. 9-11, with the axial 
wear members replaced by a tertiary axial separator 
chamber with a separate blowdown line; 

Figs. 13-16 are elevations of modiñed axial wearing 
elements for discharge or secondary separator chambers; 

Fig. 17 is yan elevation, partly in broken section, of a 
Vvortical whirl separator with a double-walled peripheral 
discharge or secondary separator chamber; 

Turning now to the drawings, and more particularly to 
Fig. 1, there is shown a coal-burning, gas turbine 
powered, generating electric power plant particularly 
adapted for high pressure motive ñuid generation and use 
in restricted spaces, such ̀ as obtain in generating electric 
locomotives. The system, as shown, comprises generally 
a source of combustive air-borne fluidized coal 1, a coal 
splitter 2, a plurality of combustors, designated generally 
by the numeral 3, and feed lines 4 from the coal splitter 
to the combustors. Motive iluid is discharged from the 
combustors to ash separator 5 through ducts 6. Cleaned 
motive fluid is then delivered to the turbine 7 through 
expansion ducts 8, and the expanded gas from the turbine 
vents to the exhaust 9, which mounts a regenerator, indi 
cated generally by the numeral 10. A main air com 
pressor 11 is driven by the turbine, and delivers air 
through duct 12 to the regenerator, whence the heated air 
is fed to the combustors 3 through expansion ducts 13. 
The turbine shaft is coupled, in any suitable manner, to 
the power unit comprising D.C. traction generators 14, 
and auxiliary generators 15. 

Referring to Fig. 2, the combustor 3 is seen to com 
prise a housing, a cold wall combustion chamber 20, a 
combination burner 21 having a coal-air feed line 4, and 
oil inlet and outlet lines 22, 23. The-burner is more 
specifically described and claimed in the companion ap 
plication of Paul, M. Rotzler, Ser. No. 257,079, tiled 
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` November I9, l9’5l,'now Patent No. 2,858,779, for 
Powdered Coal Burner for Pressurized Combustors. 

`Cooling air from duct 13 flows over the outer and inner 
walls of the combustor chamber and' mixes with the hot 
combustion gases, the resulting ash-bearing motive iluid 
being discharged through apical louver separator 24 and 
duct 6 to the ily Iash separator assembly ‘5. The apical 
separator has an axial discharge line 25 to a coarse ash 
reducer and vortical whirl'separator, designated generally 
by the numeral 26, land more particularly disclosed and 
claimed in the Patent No. 2,652,792, of Sept. 22, 1953, 
issued to John I. Yellott, for Pressurized Combustion and 
Ash Removal System for Coal-Fired Gas Turbine Power 
Plant. 

`Cleaned gas from the separator is returned to the 
motive fluid stream through goose neck 27. An air jet 
is supplied by air line 28, and a blowdown line '29 serves 
to remove the reduced »ash and uncombusted, quenched 
solids from the separator 26. 
The tine ash-bearing motive fluid is delivered to the ash 

separator assembly 5, wherein the ash is removed by pas 
sage through a battery of vortical whirl separator tubes', 
severally designated by the numeral 30, the cleaned mo 
tive iluid discharging to turbine 7 through duct 8. The 
individual vortical whirl separator tubes 30, as shown 
more in detail in Fig. 3, have barrel sections 3‘1 mounting 
reverse flow axial cleaned air discharge tubes 32. Sec 
ondary separa-tion or discharge chambers 33 are secured 
to the bases of the barrel sections, diaphragm or razor 
plates `40 being secured therebetween. The secondary 
chambers ‘33 `are provided with separate pneumatic dis 
charge means for separated ash comprising blowdown 
lines 34 discharging to blowdown manifold 35, from 
whence the «ash is pneumatically purged from the system 
through critical llow nozzle 36, whereby «there is a uni 
form pressure maintained in the separators, with no blow 
back therebetween due to dilferential discharge pressures 
in the blowdown lines. 
The spinner type inlet separators herein, as shown in 

Fig. 3, have a plurality of deilector vanes 37 mounted on 
an annulus 38 which is fit-ted over the axial cleaned air 
discharge tube 32, and maintains the vanes 37 in place 
in the mouth of barrel sections 31. Usually the vanes 
are mounted to present an exit or discharge angle of 45°. 
A‘feature of the present invention is the discovery that 
the collection eíiìciency of the tubes is markedly increased 
by changing the ex-it angle to 30°, as graphically shown 
in the diagram of Fig. V3a. ' ` 
The barrels 31 and discharge chambers 3'3 may be 

flanged, Ias indicated -generally at 39, to receive the razor 
plates di). These members have a central aperture 41, 
and a plurality of peripheral, upstruck blades or skim 
mers «42, defining discharge apertures 43 leading from the 
primary separation chamber in barrel 31 to the secondary 
separation or discharge chamber '33. The blades are 
preferably sharpened, and may have any suitable shape, 
such »as spoon or scoop, and can be oriented in any man 
ner found desirable to effect the maximum separation of 
particulate material from the primary gasiform fluid 
stream which is projected against the skimmer plate as a 
helically advancing sheath stream in contact with the 
inner wall of the barrel or primary separator chamber. 
The blades 42 are usually two or four in number, and no 
signiñcant different in results is observable between them. 
rlîhe pneumatic blowdown lines 34, as shown, are tangen 
tial to .the Walls of the chambers 33 and at the base 
thereof. Because of the tight vortex action of the second 
ary cleaned air, there is an appreciable erosion or abrasion 
«of the bases of the chambers 33, lat the axes thereof, and 
wear members, such ̀ as conical wear member 44, may be 
mounted at such axes to eliminate or mitigate this condi 
tion. While the invention comprehends the use of fixed 
wear members, it will be understood that spinning or 
rotatable members may be used without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention. 
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A desideratum in the’operation of the improved sepa 

rators of the type herein considered is the imparting of 
a relatively flat helical ñow to the incoming dust or 
solids-laden air or gas. The separator of Fig. 4 has a 
closed barrel 50 mounting the usual axial cleaned air 
reverse flow discharge pipe 32. A razor plate 40 and 
secondary separator or discharge chamber 33 are sub 
joined in the usual manner. In this form, balanced flow 
of inlet gases is secured by providing a pair of opposed, 
tangential inlet ducts 51, 52 at the top of the barrel 
section. In the form shown in Fig. 5, the barrel sec 
ltion 53 is provided with a scroll-shaped closed top 54 
having a single tangential inlet pipe 55 at its upper 
most section. 

«In Patent No. 2,650,675 issued Sept. l, ‘1953 to John 
l. Yellott, for Ash Removal System With Cold Air 
Quench, there has been shown apparatus for supplying 
quenching coolant gas, asa sheath stream, to a spinning 
core stream of hot particle-containing gas, whereby the 
hot particles are projected into and quenched by the 
sheath stream, and asported thereby. By providing a 
separate discharge line for the coolant fluid, of equal 
capacity to the coolant inlet line, there is substantially 
no mixing of the core and sheath streams, with a result 
ant dilution and cooling of the core stream. Thus, the 
core stream, which is to serve `as the turbine motive 
fluid, is kept at its maximum operating temperature, in 
any particular installation. Use of >what may be termed 
the “ash transfer principle” of the said Yellott'patent is 
more particularly disclosed and claimed in our divisional 
application, Ser. No. 488,076, filed Feb. 14, 1955, now 
Patent No. 2,869,677, for Reverse Flow Vortical Whirl 

. Separators For High' Temperatur-e Use Incorporating 
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Gaseous Coolant and Quenching Means. 
Where air-borne particulate solid matter is exposed to 

Water vapor or steam, lthe solid particles Iserve as nuclei 
of condensation, with the result that the individualpar 
ticles acquire relatively massive coatings of water, and, 
because of the resulting enormous increase in weight of 
the so-coated particles, gravitate out of the entraining 
gas stream. Advantage of this principle is taken in the 
device illustrated in Fig. 6. Here a jet nozzle or nebuliz- ' 
er 49 is used to produce a fog of water vapor in 
the discharge chamber 33, and the axially ascending 
gas current flowing through breather hole 41 is stripped 
of its solid particles, which are asported in the blowdown 
stream through blowdown line 34. 
Adverting to Fig. 7, there is shown ‘an axially aper 

tured diaphragm having but two :sharpened skimmer or 
razor blades 42. These blades, las shown indetail in 
Fig. 8, are arranged atan angle of substantially 30° to 
the horizontal, to accord with the de?lector vanes 37 at 
the separator inlet, described hereinabove. 

They specific abrasion guards of Figs. 3-5, and 7, are 
conoidal in shape, and are designated generally bythe 
numeral 44. The guards 44a and 44b of Figs. 13 and 
14, respectively, have axial cross-sections approximating 
equilateral triangles having concave or inwardly bowed 
sides, as opposed to the convex sides of the axial cross 
section of guards 44. The ̀ guard 44C, illustrated in Fig. 
l5, is `anvil shaped, «with a parabolic b'owl formed in its 
upper surface. The guard 44d, illustrated in Fig. 16, is 
also anvil shaped, but has a flat upper surface. s These 
members may be made of any suitable wear-resisting 
material, and such members, shaped from graphite elec 
trode stock, have been found to give eñicient service at 

' the high temperatures involved in the system. This is 
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also true of the cubical guard 44e, illustrated in Fig. 10. 
In Fig. l1 a metallic wear member 44]c is welded in 
place in the bottom of the secondary separator33, while 
in the separator of Fig. 12, a wear plate `44g is ñtted in 
the bottom of tertiary separator 33h formed in the bot 
tom of secondary separator 33a. A separate preumatic 
blowdown line 34a is provided for the tertiary separator. 
The adaptation of the secondary or discharge cham 
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ber as a classifier, in addition to its normal separating 
function, can be effected in the novel reverse ñow vor 
tical whirl separator illustrated in Fig. 17. In this modi 
ñcation of the invention the discharge chamber 33 is 
provided with a concentric inner wall member, 33a 
defining an annular chamber 33b therewith. Access to 
this chamber is had through the skimmer blade openings 
in the diaphragm 40. The inner wall 33a is provided 
with a plurality of radial openings 33e at the bottom. 
These openings provide access between the annular cham 
ber 3311 and the inner chamber 33d formed by inner 
wall 33a, the diaphragm plate and the bottom of the 
secondary separator. It will be seen that the openings 
33e provide multiple entrants to the inner chamber 33d, 
and the breather hole 41 forms a single, restricted axial 
outlet. In this form of the invention, the coarse par 
ticles delivered by the vortical whirl of the primary 
separator chamber through the skimmer blade apertures 
into annular chamber 33b 'will be whirled around in the 
chamber and reduced in size, so that the medium size 
particles will be asported and pneumatically discharged 
in the blowndown stream through blowndown line 34, 
and the finer particles will be drawn in through openings 
33e and discharged through the axial breather hole 41. 
By varying the size and number of the openings 33C, 
the particle size of discrete material drawn into chamber 
33d by the axial gas current discharging through axial 
discharge opening 41, can be controlled, as may be 
desired. 
The incorporation of the pneumatic discharge blow 

down principle vin the novel reverse ñow vortical whirl 
separators herein permits the handling of particle-con 
taining, high pressure and high temperature (1500° F.), 
gas streams, and the removal of the contained particles 
from the separators by utilizing from 1 to 10% of the 
gas stream as a blowdown stream, thereby eliminating 
mechanical ash removing equipment from the system. 
The vortical whirl separators herein are capable of func 
tioning as self-sustaining pressure vessels, thereby per 
mitting their use in locomotive power plants, where ap 
preciable and important reductions in size and Weight of 
ash removal equipment can be effected, all as more par 
ticularly set out and claimed in our companion applica 
tion Ser. No. 330,077, tiled Ian. 7, 1953, now Patent 
No. 2,911,065, for Coal-Burning Gas Turbine Power 
Plants Incorporating Novel Self-Supporting, and Pres 
sure-Sustaining Vortical Whirl Separators together with 
Improved Ash Quenching and Blowdown Means. 
. It will be readily apparent that the improved reverse 
ilow vortical whirl separators herein are susceptible of 
use in a wide variety of industrial and technical installa. 
tions, a preferred use being the continuous separation and 
pneumatic removal of combustion residues resulting from 
the pressurized combustion of pulverized coal in the 
generation of high temperature motive ñuid for gas tur 
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bines. A notable characteristic of systems incorporating 
the novel separators herein is the fact that removal of 
separated solids in and by a pneumatic disposal system is 
accomplished by the use of fractional amounts of the 
carrier fluid for asporting such solids in blowdown 
streams, thereby eliminating the usual mechanical rc 
moval equipment. The method of operation of the novel 
devices herein will be susceptible of many variations, as 
is evident from a study of the specification and drawings. 

There has been described and illustrated a device capa 
ble of performing all of the speciñcally mentioned ob 
jects of this invention as well as others which are ap~ 
parent to those skilled in the art. Various uses of the 
present invention may be made employing the described 
structure. Accordingly, it is apparent that variations 
as to operation, size and shape, and> rearrangement of 
elements may be made without departing from the spirit 
of the invention. Accordingly, limitation is sought only 
in accordance with the scope of the following claim. 
We claim: 
A reverse ñow vortical whirl separator comprising a 

flat-bottomed, cylindrical casing having an inlet for par 
ticle-laden >gasiform iiuid and «an axial outlet for cleaned 
gasiform iiuid at the same end, together with an axially 
apertured diaphragm skimmer plate at the other end; 
a discharge or secondary separator chamber in both 
peripheral and axial fluid communication with the casing 
through said diaphragm; a tangential blowdown line at 
the base of the secondary separator; and an abrasion guard 
at the axis of said base. 
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